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here would you go to study a town firsthand? Main Street? The records room at
town hall? There are those who would
suggest that your first trip should be to the town
dump. There you’ll get an economic snapshot, an idea
of what the townspeople value (both by what’s there
and what’s missing), and even a quick take on their
tastes.
One of Google’s latest offerings presents a similar
opportunity for those interested in American civilization. The lens is a kaleidoscope of manufacturing,
technology, values, and tastes. The tube these glass
fragments are wrapped in is Google’s (beta) Patent
Search Machine. And the total returns (about seven
million patents) include views of the spectacularly
successful alongside the discarded—sort of like visiting Main Street storefronts and the dump at the same
time. It’s at www.google.com/patents.
What Google did was to lug over its automated
scanning apparatuses (used for the Google Book
Search project) to the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). They created a searchable
database of American patents that ranges from the
1790s to the middle of 2006. You can search by subject, inventor, or patent number. The results are as
likely to be whimsical as serious—cheesecake wedges
on a stick to assault rifles.
The list can be a history lesson. Search Thomas
Edison using Google’s curious search term
ininventor:Edison (yes, that’s spelled correctly).
You’ll get 742 hits beginning with an apparatus
for grinding and separating fine materials. It
can be a science lesson. Search steganography
(hiding coded messages in images), and you’ll
get 347 hits. And it can provide entertaining
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reminders of the importance of common sense in
R&D. Check out Shigeki Sueyushi’s alarming design
for his original you’ll-put-your-eye-out-kid sunglasses.
Or Larry Crane’s hair clippers that hook up directly to
your vacuum cleaner.
It’s all part of Google’s announced “mission to
organize the world’s information [to] make it universally accessible and useful.” Another set of shelves in
what’s evolving as today’s Library at Alexandria.
Ptolemy, no doubt, would have smiled. ■

